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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes all stochastic matrices which have a stochastic semi-inverse 
and gives a method of constructing all such inverses. Then all stochastic matrices 
which have a stochastic Moore-Penrose inverse are described. 
A real non-negative matrix A is stochastic if the sum of the entries in each 
row is 1. If both A and AT, the transpose of A, are stochastic, then A is 
called doubly stochastic. Given any complex matrix A, any matrix X such 
that AXA = A and XAX= X is called a semi-inverse of A. The unique 
semi-inverse X of A such that both AX and XA are Hermitian is the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of A; it is denoted by A+. Properties and applications 
of A+ may be found in [l], [4], and [5] as well as in many other such works. 
For a doubly stochastic matrix A, Plemmons and Cline [6] have shown 
that if A has a doubly stochastic semi-inverse, then AT is the unique such 
semi-inverse of A, and A+ = AT in this case. If A ‘is an n X n stochastic 
matrix and X is a stochastic semi-inverse of A such that AX = XA = E, then A 
lies in the maximal subgroup of the semigroup S, of all n X n stochastic 
matrices having identity element E. The structure of this semigroup has been 
studied by Schwarz in [7] where he characterizes the maximal subgroups of 
S,. The situation for doubly stochastic matrices was discovered indepen- 
dently by Schwarz [8] and Farahat [3]. All of these results concerning 
maximal subgroups and the Moore-Penrose inverse can be obtained as 
corollaries to the theorems in the present paper. 
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1. SEMI-INVERSES 
In this section the form that a stochastic matrix A must have in order to 
have a stochastic semi-inverse X is described, as well as a way to construct 
all such matrices X. In general, X is not unique. We begin with a description 
of idempotent stochastic matrices. 
LEMMA (Doob [2]) An n X n stochastic matrix E of rank k is idempotent 
if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
*2 . . . 
where each Ei is a positive ni X ni stochastic matrix of rank 1; and each 
Ui= N,E, is n--(n,+... + nk) x n,, where Ni is a non-negative diagonal 
matrix, N, + . . ’ + Nk = I, and EL consists of rows of Ei. 
It is understood here, and in similar situations in what follows, that the 
columns of zeros or the blocks u i, . . . , U, may not appear. In particular this is 
the case if the idempotent E is doubly stochastic. Also note that any rank one 
stochastic matrix, e.g., Ei for i = 1,2,. . . ,k, must have constant columns. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n X n stochastic matrix of rank k. Then A has 
a stochastic semi-inverse X if and only if there exist permutation matrices P 
and Q such that PAQT has the block form 
with the following conditions holding: 
(a) B has the partitioned form B = (Bii), i = 1,. . . , k, i = 1,. . . , k, where each 
Bii is n, x mi; 
(b) for each i and each j, exactly one block Bji is non-zero and this block 
is a positive stochastic matrix of rank 1; 
(c) D = (D,, . . . , Dk), where each Di = G,B{ is n - (nl + . . . + nk) X mi, with 
Gi a non-negative diagonal matrix, G, + . . . + G, = I, and with B,; consisting 
of rows of the positive block Bij. 
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In this case, any m x n stochastic matrix X such that QXP* has the block 
fm 
QXPT= 
with the following conditions holding, is a semi-inverse of A: 
(d) Y has the partitioned f&n Y = ( Yii), i = 1,. . . , k, i = 1,. . . , k, where each 
Yii ismiXni; 
(e) Yii # 0 if and only if Bii #O 
(f) if Yii #O, th en Yii is any positive stochastic matrix of rank 1; 
(g) W=(W,,..., W,) where each Wi=HiYi; is m-(m,+ ... +m,Jxni, 
with Hi any non-negative diagonal matrix such that H, + . . . + Hk = I, and 
with Yi; consisting of rows of the positive block Yii. 
Proof. Assume A has a stochastic semi-inverse X. Let E = AX and 
F= XA. Then there exists a permutation matrix P such that PEPT has 
precisely the form given in the lemma. Also there exists a permutation matrix 
@ such -that - 
QFQ*= 
F, ... 0 0 
where each F, is a positive mi X m, stochastic matrix of rank 1; and each 
Vi=MiF,’ is m--(ml+... + mk) X mi, where Mi is a non-negative diagonal 
matrix, M, + . * * + Mk = I, and Fi consists of rows of Fi. 
Now QXP* is a semi-inverse of PAQ*. Partition PAQ* as follows: let 
where B=(B,J, i=l,..., k, i=l,..., k, 
=(D l,...,Dk) 
and each Bii is q X mi; and D 
C=O 
iyith each Dj being n--(n,+.*. +t+.)Xmj. Since AF=A, 
and K =O. 
Similarly partition QXPT as follows: let 
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where Y=(Yij), i=l,..., k, j=l,..., k, and each Yii is miXni; and W 
=(W,,...,W,) with each Wi being m - (m, + * * * + mk) x ni. Since XE = X, 
Z=O and L=O. 
Since EA=A, EiBii for i,i=l,..., k. Thus, since Ei is positive and has rank 
1, the columns of each Bii are constant. Similarly, FX= X implies the 
columns of each Yii are constant. Further, XA = F implies 
Y,,B,, + YizBzi + * * * + YikBQ = 0 
whenever i # i, so Y,,B, = 0 for all i # i and all t = 1,. . . , k. 
Fix an index i in the range 1,. . . , k. For this i, suppose each of Bii and Bi,,, 
i# h, have non-zero columns. Then the corresponding rows of Y, are zero 
for each r=l,..., k, so Ye=0 for r=l,..., k. Thus 
Ei=BilYli+..- +BikYki=O, 
a contradiction. Hence, for each i = 1,. . . , k, there is exactly one block Bii 
which has non-zero columns. Also if Bii and Bhi, i # h, are both non-zero, 
then Yjt=O, for all t= l,.. .,k, since AX = E. This is impossible, since Y is 
stochastic. Thus for each i and each j in the range 1,. . . , k, exactly one block 
Bij is non-zero. Moreover this Bit is a positive stochastic matrix of rank 1, 
since YiiBii = Fi and Fj is positive and has rank 1. Hence condition (b) holds. 
Condition (c) follows from the fact that both A and B have rank k. By 
applying dual arguments to QXPr, we obtain that any stochastic semi- 
inverse X of A satisfies conditions (d), (e), and (g). For (f), if Yii#O, then 
Bji Yii = Ei, since AX = E. So, since Bli is positive and has rank 1, each 
nonzero Yii may be any positive stochastic matrix of rank 1. 
Conversely, if A and X have the given forms, then it is easy to verify that 
X is a semi-inverse of A. This completes the proof. n 
Some additional comments may be made concerning the construction of 
X. If Bii # 0, then AF = A implies BiiFl = Bit, so each Fi is determined by A, 
However, the diagonals Mi,..., Mk in the form for QFQ’ may be arbitrary, 
subject only to M, + * 1 . + Mk = I. But for each choice of M,, . . . , Mk, XA = F, 
so 
for i=l,..., k, where Bii#O. Thus, since Hi is diagonal and Fi’ is positive, 
each Hi is equal to some Mi. 
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has any 8~ 7 matrix X with the following block form as a stochastic 
semi-inverse: 
0 0 Y,, 0 
where Y,, = (1, 1,l)r; 
Y,, = (1, l)r( ui, ~a) with ui + ua = 1, ui > 0, ua > 0; 
Y,z=(1,1)T(~i,~2) with u,+t+=l, o,>O, u,>O; 
and where 
with w,>O, w,>O, w,>O, and w,+w,+ws=l. 
In case A and a semi-inverse X are square and AX = XA, then A lies in a 
subgroup of the semigroup S, of all n X n stochastic matrices, and the 
diagonal blocks Bii are square. In this case, we can use Theorem 1 to obtain a 
new proof of the characterization of the maximal subgroups of S,, first given 
by Schwarz [7]. 
COROLLARY (Schwarz) Let E be an idempotent of rank k in S,,. Then 
the maximal subgroup HE of S,, having E as i&ntity element is isomorphic 
to the full symmetric group on k letters. 
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Proof. Since the m aximal subgroups of S,, with identity elements E and 
PEPT, for any permutation matrix P, are isomorphic, we assume E itself has 
the form of the lemma. Let A E HE; then A has the form given in Theorem 1. 
Define the mapping ~~ of the set { 1,. . . ,k} onto itself by 
7rA :i+i if Bii#O, i=l k. >**., 
Now G = { T~IA E HE} contains k! permutations r* since there are precisely 
k! ways to select the nonzero blocks I$. If also A’ E HE, and if Bii #O for the 
matrix A and Bi,#O for the matrix A’, then BiiBik = Bjk #O for the matrix 
AA‘. Hence rArAA’ = TV,. Thus G is the full symmetric group on k letters, 
and the mapping A+r* is a homomorphism of HE onto G. 
For A E HE, there are precisely k! ways to select the non-zero blocks Bii in 
Theorem 1. Thus HE contains at least k! matrices. If HE contains more than 
k! elements, then there are an A in HE with blocks Bii and an A’ in HE with 
blocks Bi; such that Bji = 0 if and only if Bi; = 0. Let A” be the inverse of A in 
HE. Then 
A’A”= U,@ UaCT3.. . CI3 U, 
where each U, is a positive nix ni stochastic matrix of rank 1. But 
A’A” E H,, so 
UiEi= U,=E,U, 
for i=l,..., k. Now UiEi = Ei for i = 1,. . . , k, since rank (Ei) = 1. Thus Ei = Vi 
for i=l , . . . ,k, so A” is the inverse of A’ in HE. Hence A = A’, so the group 
HE has order k!. Thus A+T~ is an isomorphism of HE onto G. n 
2. THE MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE 
We now apply Theorem 1 to determine those stochastic matrices A for 
which the Moore-Penrose inverse is also stochastic, and in this case construct 
A+. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n x m stochastic matrix with rank k. Then A+ 
is stochastic if and only if there exist permutation matrices P and Q such 
that PAQT has the block form 
PAQT= (Bii), i,i=l k ,..., , 
where each Bii is njxmi, n,+.‘. +nk=n, ml+.-* +m,=m; for each i 
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and each j exactly one block Bii is non-zero, and this block has each entry 
equal to l/mi. 
In this case QA +PT has the block form 
QA+PT= ( Yij), i,i=l k >.a*> > 
where each Yii is m, x ni; Yii #O if and only if Bii #O; and if Yii #O, then 
each entry of Yii is equal to l/ni. 
Proof. Assume X= A+ is stochastic. Since E = AX and F= XA are 




where each E, is an ni X ni doubly stochastic idempotent with rank 1, and 
each F, is an mi X m, doubly stochastic idempotent with rank 1. Thus, by 
Theorem 1, PAQT and QA+PT each have the form claimed, except for the 
determination of the entries in the non-zero blocks. But if Bii 50, then 
Bii Yji = Ei and YjiBii = Fi, Thus, since the columns of Bii and Yii are constant, 
each entry in Bii is equal to an entry in Fi, all of which are equal to l/mi; 
and each entry in Yji is equal to an entry in Ei, all of which are equal to l/r+. 
The converse is a simple computation, so the proof is complete. n 
There are two other generalized inverses intermediate to a semi-inverse 
and the Moore-Penrose inverse. For a complex matrix A with a semi-inverse 
X, it may happen that just one of AX and XA is Hermitian. By combining 
Theorems 1 and 2, we can characterize those stochastic matrices which have 
a stochastic generalized inverse of one of these types. 
COROLLARY Let A be an n X m stochastic matrix of rank k. 
(1) Then A has a stochastic semi-inverse X such that AX is symmetric if 
and only if A has the form given in Theorem 1 with the columns of zeros 
and the block D missing. In this case X has tAe form given for A+ in 
Theorem 2. 
(2) Also A has a stochastic semi-inverse X such that XA is symmetric if 
and only if A has the form given in Theorem 2. In this case X has the form 
given in Theorem 1 with the columns of zeros and the block W missing. 
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